Join us on July 14th @1pm
on Facebook Live to learn about amazing
wetland creatures with
Outdoor Discovery Center
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The video will be available for 2 weeks after live event.
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Contents:
 28 Brown Pony Beads
 3 Orange Pony Beads
 2 Black Pony Beads
 13 White Pony Beads
 4 ft Plastic Cord
 1 Lanyard Hook or Keyring
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Not Included: Scissor for trimming, and straw
(optional only with video instruction and would
like to use it.)
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Instructions: (picture 1-3 on back)
1. Fold your cord in half to find the center.
2. Use a girth hitch (picture 1) to secure it to
lanyard hook or keyring.
3. Lace beads using pattern in picture 2 as a
guide.
4. Finish by tying off with a double knot.
5. After attaching the feet, if you can’t feed the
ends completely back through to each side,
double knot the ends between the feet like in
picture 3.
6. Trim extra plastic cord.
7. Need more detailed instructions?
Watch: https://youtu.be/gA-N5ppbviw
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Tip: clip the keychain end to something to anchor
to help keep it in place to make it easier to weave
the cord.
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Picture 2:
Green line is one end
of the cord and black
line is the other.
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Illustrations:
https://www.freekidscrafts.com/pony-bead-owl/
https://roperescuetraining.com/
knots_hitch_girth.php
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